Abstract This paper deals with Bayesian estimations of scale parameter of the exponential distribution based on upper record range (R n ). This has been done in two steps; point and interval. In the first step the quadratic, squared error and absolute error, loss functions have been considered to obtain Bayesianpoint estimations. Also in the next step the shortest Bayes interval (Hight Posterior Density interval) and Bayes interval with equal tails based on upper record range have been found. Therefore, the Homotopy Perturbation Method (HPM) has been applied to obtain the limits of Hight Posterior Density intervals. Moreover, efforts have been made to meet the admissibility conditions for linear estimators based on upper record range of the form mR n +d by obtained Bayesian point estimations. So regarding the consideration of loss functions, the prior distribution between the conjunction family has been chosen to be able to produce the linear estimations from upper record range statistics. Finally, some numerical examples and simulations have been presented.
Introduction
Let X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . . be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables with cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(x) and probability density function (pdf) f(x). For n ≥ 1, define:
T (1) = 1, T (n + 1) = min{j : X j ≥ X T (n)}, the sequence {X T (n) } ∞ n=1 is known as upper record values and the sequence {T (n)} ∞ n=1 is known as record times sequence (Arnold et al. (1998) ). Chandler (1952) , was the first who defined and framed the concepts of record values, record times and related statistics theoretically. Interested readers may refer to Arnold (1998) , Nagaraja (1988) and Nevzorov (1946) , for further information on fundamental concepts in records. There are scholars who have provide some pure and inferential studies based on record values and record times, among whom Ahsanullah (1990) , Balakrishnan, Ahsanullah, Chan (1995) , Feuerverger and Hall (1998) are the most famous ones. Suppose X is an exponential random variable with the parameter δ, which its probability density function (PDF) and Cumulative distribution function (CDF) are respectively as followed:
and
The exponential distribution is enormously useful in different contexts of science and Technology. The exponential distribution occurs naturally when describing the lengths of the inter-arrival times in a homogeneous Poisson process. Exponential variables can also be used to model situations where certain events occur with a constant probability per unit length, such as the distance between mutations on a DNA strand, or between road-kills on a given road. In queuing theory, the service times of agents in a system (e.g. how long it takes for a bank teller etc. to serve a customer) are often modeled as exponentially distributed variables. Reliability theory and reliability engineering also make extensive use of the exponential distribution. In physics, if you observe a gas at a fixed temperature and pressure in a uniform gravitational field, the heights of the various molecules also follow an approximate exponential distribution. In hydrology, the exponential distribution is used to analyze extreme values of such variables as monthly and annual maximum values of daily rainfall and river discharge volumes. Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1995) This study is going to employ a new method for finding Bayesian point and interval estimations. Consider a situation in which we only have the smallest and largest data. Consequently, the statistics based on X T (1) and X T (n) will play an important role here. This occurs in many real situations such as stock exchange. Consider a statistician who wants to make the statistical inferences about the prices of stocks and shares in a stock market, often, the middle prices are not recorded and only the highest prices and the base ones are given. Pharmacy studies could be another instance in which in order to confirm the effectiveness of drugs and poisons, the upper and lower levels of effectiveness are considered. Therefore, largest and smallest values are of great importance in decision-making. When inference based on the largest and smallest values is required, one of the best choices is applying R U.R defined by R U.R = X T (n) − X T (1) . In this paper, attempts have been made to draw Bayesian inferences based on this statistic, therefore, in section 2, the distribution of upper record range statistic for exponential variables has been obtained. In section 3, the Bayesian methods based on upper record range have been utilized to determine the point estimators. In section 4, credible interval with equal tails based on upper record range, and equations of Highest Posterior Density (HPD) interval have been determined. In recent years, much attention has been given to the study of the homotopy-perturbation method (HPM) to solve a wide range of problems of which mathematical models yield differential equation or system of differential equations. HPM changes difficult problems into an infinite set of problems which are now easier to solve needless to transform nonlinear terms ). That's why it has been tried to emoloy this method to obtain HPD intervals. In section 5, the admissibility of the point estimations has been assessed.
Upper Record Range
Let X T (1) , ..., X T (n) denote the consecutive record values observed in a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables with probability density function f(x) and cumulative distribution function F(x). The joint pdf
where
. A combination of (1), (2) and (3) will lead to:
Integrating out x T (2) , . . . , x T (n−1) , it is gotten the joint pdf
Using the transformations R U.R = X T (n) − X T (1) , U = X T (n) and integrating out U, the probability density function of R U.R is obtained as:
This means R U.R = (X T (n) − X T (1) ) has been distributed as Gamma(n-1,δ).
Bayesian Estimations Based on Upper Record Range Statistic
This section is going to get Bayesian estimations under three different type of loss functions (quadratic and squared error, absolute error). Our strategy depends on two conditions. First, the prior density function provided to ease the calculation of posterior distribution should be chosen. Second, since the study of the admissibility of a class of linear estimators of the form mR n + d is wanted in the next sections, the prior density function has to provide this class of estimations. The conjugate family is suitable to meet the first condition. Therefore, it is necessary to select a suitable prior distribution for δ from the conjugate family in a way that fulfils the second condition too. with r n = (x T (n) − x T (1) ) and L(δ|r n ) as the likelihood of observing δ based on upper record range, then:
According to (5), the natural conjugate prior distribution for δ can be the inverted gamma with pdf:
As it is shown in the next sections, this prior density function provides the expected conditions. By combining the likelihood function (5) and the prior density (6), the posterior density of δ is obtained as:
Note: From (5), logarithm of likelihood function is:
the MLE of δ can be obtained by solving the following likelihood equation:
By solving equation (9), the MLE estimation based on upper record range for the parameter δ can be attained as:
As it is shown, this estimation is a linear of the form mR n + d.
Bayesian Estimation Based On Upper Record Range Under The Quadratic Loss Function
One of the best and widely-used loss functions for estimation of scale parameters is quadratic loss function. General form of quadratic loss function is given by:
The quadratic loss function applied in this research is:
Considering the posterior distribution based on R U.R (7) and Quadratic loss function (12) , Bayes estimation of δ say δ b,1 (Berger 1985) will be:
According to density function (4), expectation and variance of the δ b,1 is determined as:
Note: Generally, this estimator is consistent with the parameter δ. Moreover, if b=0 this estimator is asymptotically unbiased.
Bayesian Estimation Based On Upper Record Range Under The Squared Error Loss Function
Considering squared error loss function (actually in equation (11), it is assumed that λ = 1), the Bayes estimation of the parameter δ is the mean of the posterior distribution (Berger 1985) , therefore:
and from (4)
Note: It is interesting that for a=1 and b=0, δ b,2 is transformed to an unbiased estimator of δ. In fact, in this situation δ b,2 is equal to the ML estimation based on R U.R . On the other hand δ b,2 is an asymptotically unbiased estimation for the parameter δ. It is also an estimator that is in consistent with the δ.
Bayesian Estimation Based On Upper Record Range Under The Absolute Error Loss Function
Another commonly-used loss function is absolute error loss function with the form of:
By considering this loss function, Bayesian estimation is the Median of the posterior distribution. According to the posterior distribution of δ (7), it is easily known that
is distributed as chi-squared with (2a+2n-2) degrees of freedom. Therefore:
Bayesian Interval estimation based on Upper Record Range Statistic

Credible Interval Based On Upper Record Range With Equal Tails
Having obtained the posterior distribution π(δ|R U.R ), the problem is to see how the parameter δ is likely to lie within the interval C = [C L , C U ]. In the Bayesian statistics, this interval is called the credible interval. A credible interval (C) has to meet the below condition:
Moreover, a (1 − α)% credible interval with equal tails must satisfy
Considering the posterior distribution (7), the below relation is obvious:
Applying the above equation, the upper and lower limits of the credible interval can be obtained from below equations:
Hence the (1 − α)% credible interval with equal tails is obtained as:
Note that the length of interval is:
Highest Posterior Density ( HPD ) Estimation Based On Upper Record Range
The Highest Posterior Density (HPD) region is defined by {C : π(δ|R U.R ) ≥ c}, where C = (C L , C U ) is determined from these equations:
This interval is optimal in the sense of giving shortest lengths, for more details, see Casella and Berger (2002) . By (15) and considering the posterior distribution (7) and some algebraic manipulation, the HPD equations are derived as:
) and Γ * is the generalized incomplete gamma function. These equations can be solved by numerically methods. 
Considering figure 1
On the other hand:
by replacement (18) in (17) and noting that
.
Also g(α) has to meet the below condition:
g(1) = 0.
Hight Posterior Distribution Intervals Based On Upper Record
Range At The Approach Of Homotopy Perturbation Method
Basic Idea Of Homotopy Perturbation Method
Homotopy-pertuebation method (HPM) is a novel and effective method, and can solve various nonlinear equations. To illustrate the basic ideas of this method, we consider the following general nonlinear differential equation:
with boundary conditions
where A is a general differential operator, B is a boundary operator, f (r) is a known analytic function , and Γ is the boundary of the domain Ω. The operator A is generally divided into two parts L and N, where L is linear while N is nonlinear. Therefore equation (19) can be written as follows:
Now we construct a homotopy y(r, p) : Ω × [0, 1] −→ ℜ of equation (19) which satisfies
which is equivalent to
where p ∈ [0, 1] is an embedding parameter and y 0 is an initial approximation which satisfies boundary conditions. It follows from (22) and (23) that
Thus, the changing process of p from 0 to 1 is just that of y(r, p) from y 0 (r) to y(r). In topology this is called deformation, and L(y)L 0 (y) and A(y)−f (r) are called homotopic. Here the embedding parameter p is introduced much more naturally, unaffected by artificial factors. Due to the fact that 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, so the embedding parameter can be considered as a small parameter. So it is very natural to assume that the solution of (22) and (23) can be expressed as
According to HPM, the approximate solution of equation (19) can be expressed as a series of the power of p, i.e.,
The convergence of series (26) has been proved by He (1999).
Obtaining HPD Intervals By HPM Methods
Theorem: HPD intervals based on upper record range ( c L , c U ) with length of c U − c L = g(α) by HPM methods is obtained as follow:
where g can be every positive descending function from α providing that g(0) = +∞, g(1) = 0.
proof :
Throughout this proof, we will use the following notation:
HPD equations have been obtained in section (4.2) as:
Assume C L = u then with taking logarithm (Ln) from both sides of (29) :
By taking derivation :
by simplicity
With HPM (Homotopy Perturbation Method) first construct a homotopy with embedding parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1):
According to section (5.1) let u in the series form:
Thus:
where the series approach to the exact solutions when p −→ 1. Now by substituting (31) and (32) into (30):
Collecting the terms of both sides of (33) with the same powers of p (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , · · ·) and equating each coefficient of p from both sides of (33) results in: (by this algorithm a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , · · · can be determined)
Now (34) is a second order equation (M a
2 0 + N a 0 + Q = 0) and by solving it a 0 (α) be determined:
thus, a 0 can be calculated as follows :
Remark : Note a 0 satisfies (34) too, but when a 0 =0 then a 1 , a 2 , · · ·=0. Therefore, a 0 = 0 cannot be considered.
and then:
and by c u = c L + g(α):
Admissibility and point estimations
Attention should be paid that the obtained estimators in the section 3 are all a special form of the linear model
This paves the way for further studies. In this part, it is tried to determine the range of m and d by which the linear form will have desirability. One of the criteria which has been considered in statistical inference and in decision theory, for this aim, is the admissibility concept. To find the fundamental arguments relating to admissibility, one may refer to Blyth (1951) . Proof : First, due to quadratic loss function (12) and considering probability density function of upper record range (4) and prior density function with the form of (6), risk function and Bayesian risk will be obtained in the following way:
1: Due to Bayesian estimator under quadratic loss function (L = 1 δ 2 (δ − δ) 2 ), and noticing that Bayesian estimators always have the quality of admissibility, and also paying attention to:
then linear estimator of mR n +d has the quality of admissibility for mǫ(0, 1/n) and b > 0. Also by considering (35) and assuming that m = 0, we have R(
2:
By designating a as 1/k in prior density function, then: (6)
Also if
Regarding the first section of the theorem,δ = kRn 1+kn + kb 1+kn is an admissible estimator
Considering the mentioned factors and prior density function (38), Bayesian risk function will be obtained in the following way:
On the other hand, by assuming the linear estimator in the form ofδ = (
, its related Bayesian risk function under prior density function (38) would be gained as follows:
Considering (39) and (40) lim(r 1 − r 2 ) k→+∞ = 0 Therefore,δ = (
has the admissibility quality because it will be impossible to have one other (δ ′ ) as given in Risk(δ ′ ) < Risk(δ), otherwise the following contradiction will occur:
Theorem: Estimators with the form of m(X Tn − X T1 )+ d under squared error loss function L = (δ − δ) 2 are admissible estimators if:
Proof : The procedures of proof is exactly similar to the one previously mentioned.
Numerical Results
Simulation without repetition
Example1 : To illustrate the developed estimation techniques, consider the following simulated data from the exponential distribution:
and ML estimation based on sample by MSE's. As it is shown in this simulation, generally, Bayesian estimations based on upper record range have less MSEs than ML estimations based on the records and the sample. Example2 : As another example, below data has been simulated from exponential distribution with (δ = 1), for a = 3 and b = 4, the shortest interval and credible interval with equal tails based on upper record range have been obtained for δ ( In the following example it has been tried to show simulation with repetition (number of repetition is 100) for different parameters a and b. Same as before subsection data has been obtained using the transformation X i = (−δlog(1 − U i )) where u is a uniformly distributed random variable. 
